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Open Questions 73(h) How about if we assume S is a complete intersection?(3) This conjecture concerns the surface X de�ned by the a�ne equa-tion z2 = CiCj where Ci is a su�ciently general curve of degreei and i + j = 2m for some m � 3. Furthermore we assume X isnot a ruled surface. The second Betti number of X is given by theformula (see [3, p. 15]) b2(X) = 2(2m2 � 3m+ 2).(a) Suppose i + j = 6. Then X is K3, b2(X) = 22. If z2 = C6,then X has minimal Picard number 1. The conjecture isthat the Picard group of X is generated by the exceptional�bers lying over the singular points of the curve CiCj , anda hyperplane section. There are 3 cases:(i) z2 = C1C5. Conjecture: PicX =Z6.(ii) z2 = C2C4. Conjecture: PicX =Z9.(iii) z2 = C3D3. Conjecture: PicX =Z10.(b) Generally, z2 = CiCj, i + j = 2m. Conjecture: PicX =Zij+1.(4) Consider the surface z2 = CiCj as in 5 above, i + j = 2m. De-homogenize: z2 = Ci(x; y; 1)Cj(x; y; 1). Conjecture: this a�nesurface has Cl(X) =Z=2. Is this also true in characteristic 2?(5) Consider the surface z2 = xy + h3 + h4 + h5 + h6, where hi is ageneral form of degree i. Conjecture: this surface is genericallyfactorial, hence any node has trivial class group.(6) Let C6 be a generic curve with a node at (0,0,1) and X the nonsin-gular complete minimal model for z2 = C6. Conjecture: PicX =Z�Zand the a�ne surface z2 = C6 is factorial.(7) Consider the following examples and try to explain:(a) Let X be a su�ciently general quintic with a triple point at0: x3+y3+z3+f4+f5 = 0. Then 1 blow up ~X ! X resolvesthe singularity and the exceptional �ber is an elliptic curveE. Then0! B( ~X)! B( ~X �E)! H1(E;Q=Z)! H3( ~X;Q=Z)is exact. Claim: pg = pa = 3 for ~X, which implies b1 = 0,hence H3 = 0. So there exist division algebras over K whichramify on the singular point of X.(b) If X is a cone over E, the above doesn't happen: B( ~X) =B( ~X � E).(8) Let X be a normal surface with an isolated singularity p. As-sume Cl(Op) = 0. Let X1 ! X be a blow up of p followed by anormalization. Are all of the new local rings still factorial?References1. J. Blass, P. Blass, and T. J. Ford, On a remark of Grothendieck, Comm.Algebra, 18 (1990), pp. 3685{3687.2. P. Blass and R. Hoobler, Picard and Brauer groups of Zariski surfaces,Proc. Amer. Math. Soc., 97 (1986), pp. 379{383.
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